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● (0905)

[English]

The Chair (Mr. Pat O'Brien (London—Fanshawe, Lib.)): I call
to order the 20th meeting of the Standing Committee on National
Defence and Veterans Affairs. We are moving toward the end of our
study on the acquisition of submarines from the U.K.

We have four more witnesses to hear from, two today and two on
Thursday.

Before we start, we're scheduled to start looking at the draft report
next Tuesday. We are to get the translated contract this week. It's
supposed to be in our hands by the 18th, so colleagues will have it
for the weekend.

Our researcher, Monsieur Rossignol, tells me that he may have a
little problem having things ready for Tuesday. In that case, if any
part of it is ready, we would take that part and look at it.

If the logistics are that it's not ready for Tuesday, that's not a
problem. We would do a meeting on future business around the issue
of our defence review, which we all hope is coming to us soon. We
would start to look at what themes we want to pursue, the types of
people we want to have, and what kind of travel we would want to
do.

We can certainly have a productive meeting next Tuesday. If the
draft report is ready, we'll start with that. We're anxiously looking for
the translated document by Thursday. The clerk is looking at that for
us.

With that, let's start with our first witness, Dr. Richard Gimblett.

Welcome to you, sir. We welcome you to make some opening
comments. If you could hold yourself to ten minutes, then we'll have
questions from the members of Parliament.

Thank you.

Mr. Richard Gimblett (As Individual): Mr. Chairman and
honourable members, thank you for the invitation to appear before
you on this important issue. Your inquiry is a vital one, and it comes
at an important juncture in the restructuring of the Canadian Forces. I
wish you all the success in it.

A vital submarine force has been a critical element of our navy's
traditional concept of operations throughout its history, and it
promises to play perhaps an even more central role in the radical
vision that the new Chief of Defence Staff, General Hillier, has been
revealing in press interviews over the past week.

I shall provide an overview of my thoughts, which I am prepared
to discuss in detailed response to your further questions.

To begin, I would like to provide a caveat concerning my
testimony. Despite my years in the navy, I cannot help you in parsing
the details of the Chicoutimi mishap, for several reasons. First, I was
not a submariner. For much of my career, boats were targets,
although I also had some experience in working with them as
friendly forces. Second, I am not command-qualified, so would not
presume to second-guess the range of factors that Commander
Pelletier had to confront as the tragedy unfolded. And finally, in the
same vein, I was not there. I have benefited from the navy's very
realistic firefighting training, but I was thankfully never involved in
the real thing.

Where I can hope to be of assistance to you is through my rare
combination—if I may be so bold—of attributes as a professional
sailor with recent operational experience who has made a second
career in the academic study of the history and employment of
Canada's naval forces. Along those lines, while still in the navy, I
participated in the drafting of Leadmark, the navy's strategy for
2020, which remains the underpinning of the strategic rationale for
our navy, even in the post-9/11 world. It speaks directly to the role of
submarines as part of a balanced force structure. More recently, I
have just published an analysis of the naval operations in the Arabian
Sea during Operation Apollo.

In the hierarchy of world navies, ours occupies a relatively
elevated position matched by few other nations. In Leadmark, we
described it as a rank 3 medium global force projection navy,
surpassed only by the United States, Britain, and France. The other
navies similar to ours are those of the Netherlands and Australia,
each of those countries being middle power democracies that share
our world view.

Our navy's employment has been determined in part by our
values, but its structure comes more from the conditions of our
geography. The extent and challenging environment of our offshore
state on all three coasts demand an oceanic navy. Ships designed to
patrol at the far reaches of the Grand Banks, in the Gulf of Alaska—
and I've patrolled in both—and eventually into the Arctic regions, by
definition have the sea-keeping characteristics and endurance suited
for deployments to the far side of the globe.
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When the fleet is not required for home defence, our governments
have a long history of deploying it abroad to very great diplomatic
and military advantage. Over the last two decades, the Canadian
navy has evolved its task group concept to a level where we have
routinely taken command of coalition fleets in a variety of
international crises ranging from the Persian Gulf to the Adriatic
Sea to the Caribbean.

The primary factor qualifying us for such coalition command is
that we are familiar with a wide range of fleet operations. The task
group concept, simply defined, is the task-tailored combination of a
variety of surface, subsurface, and aerial platforms—that is, ships,
submarines, and aircraft—so that the sum is greater than the
individual parts.

Submarines are a vital element of fleet work duties such as escort,
surveillance, and power projection. Conventional submarines such
as the Victoria Class possess a greater degree of invulnerability and
stealth that make them especially suited for covert, inshore
operations in areas potentially inaccessible to a surface task group
or air assets.

The littoral environment will be the focus of future operations
both at home and abroad. Of the three warfare disciplines, the
underwater battle is still the one that is most exploitable by an
adversary. Thus, a submarine that can deny the enemy the use of his
own waters, while the surface and air forces support those ashore, is
a most useful and deadly asset.

The challenges and opportunities of operating in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence or the Strait of Juan de Fuca are not greatly different from
those in the South China Sea or the Strait of Hormuz, as I can testify
from personal experience in all four of those regions.

One aspect I am certain you have not heard much of in testimony
before you is the actual experience of submarines such as ours in
recent operations. No Canadian submarines were available for the
Arabian Sea deployment, but Operation Apollo provided a number
of opportunities for interaction with those submarine forces of other
navies, and there are many important lessons from those occasions.

● (0910)

I will describe some incidents that I am familiar with from my
analysis of Operation Apollo. The first involved a Canadian frigate,
HMCS Halifax, tracking an intermittent underwater contact close to
U.S. navy amphibious ships. It was a tense situation, being at the
height of the nuclear standoff between India and Pakistan, with an ad
hoc separation of forces having been arranged to prevent any
inadvertent contact. An unknown submarine of unknown intent was
therefore of particular concern, but the U.S. navy cruiser could not
establish a firm identify on it. The Halifax investigated, and through
a combination of active and passive sonars determined it to be a
Pakistani sub that had strayed out of its agreed area. The Halifax
then shepherded it back toward its home base.

The incident illustrates that the ability to conduct anti-submarine
warfare is not just an old-fashioned Cold War construct, but also a
skill that is relevant in modern regional conflicts. France, Germany,
and Russia are proliferating advanced submarine technology rapidly
throughout the third world. Practically anywhere our Canadian

warships are dispatched, they will encounter modern, and potentially
hostile, submarines.

Another regional power that always factored in operational
considerations was Iran. The regular Iranian navy behaved with
scrupulous neutrality throughout our deployments, but our com-
manders were conscious that they were in someone else's backyard
and were careful not to make any provocation. Still, Iran's published
doctrine is to close the Strait of Hormuz with mine-laying
submarines. Their ex-Soviet Kilo-class submarines did sail on a
number of occasions. When they did, we naturally wanted to keep
track of them. Out of necessity, that had to be done at some distance
—and covertly. That was accomplished by employing our own
western doctrine of maritime defence in depth, namely, by maritime
patrol aircraft, including Canadian Auroras monitoring from above,
and coalition submarine forces, namely, American, British, and
French nuclear-powered submarines displacing themselves between
the Iranians and coalition surface forces.

On one occasion, the French nuclear-powered submarine, Saphir,
was placed under the direct tactical control, or TACON, of the
Canadian task group commander, the only incident I'm aware of
where the French have ever delegated such authority to anyone. It
would never have occurred if our forces were not trained as a
submarine element coordinator, a skill we would not be able to
maintain if we did not have our own submarines.

The employment of the French sub was also interesting. It was
sitting off Iranian and Pakistani ports right on the 12-mile limit,
watching for escaping members of al-Qaeda and the Taliban. Its
covert presence was vital on two counts—not alerting the terrorists
they were being watched and not provoking either of those nations,
as a surface warship would have.

There are other incidents, but I fear I'm running beyond my
allotted time. I would be happy to discuss them later.

My final thoughts for you are that I am firm in my conviction that
conventional submarines are a necessary element of the traditional
Canadian fleet structure and of the fleet structure that can be
anticipated under General Hillier's new concept of operations.

Moreover, I am certain that the Victoria Class was a good
acquisition and can be brought up to full operational capability with
the continued application of a modest amount of time, effort, and
resources. They will give us good service.

● (0915)

The Chair: Thank you very much for your comments.

Now, we'll start with the first round of questions of seven minutes,
starting with Mr. O'Connor, please.

Mr. Gordon O'Connor (Carleton—Mississippi Mills, CPC):
Dr. Gimblett, thank you very much for that overview of submarines.
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I would like to know what vital capability submarines provide
Canada, not the rest of the world. I've heard examples of other
countries and other operations. Since we have submarines, what is
the vital service or capability that submarines provide to Canada per
se?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: The vital capabilities would be first and
foremost the surveillance available to us within our fleet all the time.

I mentioned our use of the French submarine Saphir. That was for
a period of less than a month out of the two years our task group was
over there and we were commanding coalition forces. We only had a
submarine under our direct control for one month out of those 24
months, but it would have been very useful to have one available all
the time. If we'd had our own submarine, we would not have been at
the whim of an ally choosing to delegate one to us.

There were other submarines available in the area. The
Americans, British, and, as I said, the French had theirs there, but
they were off on other national taskings. The fact that a submarine
wasn't available to our task group commander made his job over
there much more difficult. He occasionally had to displace surface
ships close to nations' 12-mile coastal limit, which is not, as I said,
the preferred way of doing things.

Submarines also have a benefit in that they provide surveillance in
our own home waters. We don't have any direct threats right now,
but there are some looming on the horizon. In home waters a
submarine could take the place of a frigate on a patrol, establishing
our sovereignty in the area.

Having submarines of our own also makes us, as I mentioned, a
submarine element coordinator. It gives us the opportunity to be a
submarine operating authority. We are responsible for maritime areas
of operation extending halfway across the Pacific and halfway across
the Atlantic. If we have submarines to patrol those areas—and I'm
talking about beyond the 12-mile limit, out to the 200-mile limit and
beyond—other nations have to tell us when their submarines are
entering those areas; we get to know when they are there. If we don't
have submarines of our own, they don't need to tell us for the simple
reason that the submarine operating authority exists to prevent
submarines bumping into each other under the water.

For all their good qualities, they sometimes miss things, as we've
learned with the American nuclear submarine that ran into a sea
mountain in the Pacific Ocean just recently. There was horrible
damage to it. They can't see everything all the time.

If we have our submarine, other people have to tell us when theirs
are in our waters.

Finally, the other great advantage to our having submarines is that
we have a tame boat to train with to maintain our anti-submarine
skills both when we're an attacker and when we're working with
friendly forces. As I mentioned, our littoral environment has some of
the most challenging water conditions anywhere in the world, and if
we can get up to speed against one of our boats in our own waters,
we will be able to handle many of the situations we will run into
around the world.

That brings us back full circle to what I said when I started.
Having our own submarines gives us a capability of operating better
when the government deploys us around the world.

Mr. Gordon O'Connor: You mentioned earlier that from time to
time we send service vessels off on diplomatic visits. Do we ever
send submarines on diplomatic visits?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: No, we haven't, because we haven't had
that many submarines to do that with.

That being said, when the submarines were operating off the east
coast, they spent a great deal of their time in Bermuda, especially in
the winter months, because it's just a better place to conduct large-
scale anti-submarine operations. Our submarines were a familiar face
down there.

Submarines don't work on the diplomatic level quite the same way
a surface ship does, mostly because the surface ships have a big
flight deck you can have a cocktail party on. When they go abroad,
it's not just to show themselves in the port, but it's to act as a place
where the diplomatic community can host large events. You cannot
do that in a submarine.

● (0920)

Mr. Gordon O'Connor: If we dispatch a submarine on a visit,
basically we're threatening the country, aren't we? We're telling them
we have submarines and don't come near us.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: You're sending a message whenever you
send a warship anywhere. With a submarine the message is a little
less benign.

Mr. Gordon O'Connor: We have only four submarines and
they've been deployed on two coasts. Is that an efficient use of
submarines?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes, it is. It would be more efficient to
have all four of them together, but the fact of our geography is that
we have two navies. I spent a lot of my time in the Cold War navy
when I was serving, and we only had submarines available on the
east coast. My time was split roughly half and half between each
coast. On the west coast we had to go and work with U.S. navy
forces when we wanted submarine time, which was good. It was a
valuable experience, but we couldn't do it just when we wanted to.
Back then we only had three submarines, and it didn't make any
sense to have one on one coast and two on the other.

Two and two is a good mix, though it's not ideal. It means the
navy's resources have to be split further, but it makes the best out of
a bad situation. It would be better to have and all the studies have
shown what we really need is six submarines, but we made do for
years with only three. I'm certain we'll get by with four.
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Mr. Gordon O'Connor: I'm not a submariner, but my under-
standing is that if you employ submarines, you need about three
submarines to keep one on station. In the Atlantic, if we decide to
keep a submarine on station, we have three submarines, but in the
Pacific we basically have a training aid. Is that correct?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: No, I think you have more than a training
aid. You have a submarine to be on station when you want it to be.
But you have to realize that there will be times when you will not
have a submarine available for operations or as a training aid.

The submarines will be employed on both coasts as more than just
training aids. It's hoped that they will be engaged in actual
operations. What you do is schedule the training. You can always
schedule that if you know when the boats need to go in for work, and
you try to keep them available for operations as much as you can.

As I said, ideally you would want to have six boats so that you
could have three on each coast. You don't have that. There were only
four Victorias available. I'm certain we'll get into this later on, but
my own personal feeling is that we were better to buy these four at
the reduced cost rather than waiting around for a building program
that, in my own estimation, would never have come.

The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. O'Connor.

I'm pretty sure our colleague Mr. Bachand will speak

[Translation]

in French.

[English]

Mr. Claude Bachand (Saint-Jean, BQ): I would have liked to
speak in English.

The Chair: You're welcome in either official language, my
colleague. You know that. So now you have

[Translation]

seven minutes.

Mr. Claude Bachand: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I want to greet Dr. Gimblett, given that last time, we discussed
through the press. We wrote together a column in Le Journal de
Montréal. As far as he was concerned, he was in favour of the
submarines whereas I, for myself, was opposed to them. Now, I
recognize today the value of his arguments. I am pleased to see you
again, Dr. Gimblett. However, I still somewhat disagree with you on
several points.

First of all, you stressed the great value of a submarine on the
military level. I don't have any doubt about this value, but it remains
that it is also linked to the geography of the country. At a certain time
in Canada, we were fighting submarines. The Russian submarines
patrolled here. They probably did not patrol as far as the Gulf of the
St-Lawrence but they certainly patrolled around Canada. Today,
everybody knows that those submarines are almost all in scrap metal
yards. Finally, practically no Russian submarine could threaten
Canadian coasts.

Now, there are the U.S. submarines but there also could be some
coming from other countries. However, as you mentioned, I cannot
see how it could be useful for a submarine from Pakistan to patrol

around Canada. In brief, considering our geographic situation, it is in
my view a factor which is less important than in the past.

Several of our witnesses talked about a constabulary in the case of
the patrol of our coasts. For you, it is a very important matter. It
would be possible to watch without their knowing the people who do
illicit trade. Among the new technologies I mentioned in my article,
there is the UAV, the unmanned aerial vehicles. In my opinion, it is a
far more practical and efficient means, but especially much less
costly.

Finally, you mentioned in the article the value of sovereignty.
There are two schools of thought on this subject. According to the
first one, to claim a territory, you need to be omnipresent: you need
to be seen, to have large vessels, to patrol, therefore you need a
human presence. According to the second one, which I agree less
with, the fact that it is thought that there is a submarine contributes to
ensure the sovereignty of a country.

It seems to me that my arguments are valid as far as the three
issues I have just raised are concerned, namely the military value, the
constabulary value and the sovereignty. Therefore I wondered
whether, since those famous articles in Le Journal de Montréal, you
had changed your mind to side with me.

● (0925)

[English]

Mr. Richard Gimblett: No, I haven't.

Very basically, I think your points have a certain validity—all of
them—but the key point to a balanced force structure, such as the
one we have in the Canadian Forces, is that it is required to cover the
range of geographical conditions, and the sovereignty, military, and
political issues we face in Canada. Submarines cannot do all of those
things on their own. UAVs cannot establish sovereignty on their
own. A surface ship cannot establish sovereignty on its own all the
time. You need a combination of all of these various capabilities—
especially if you have a small fleet like ours that has a tradition of
making do with what it has. The more you can get of everything, the
better balanced you are, the better represented you are across the
scale of conflict.

You mentioned UAVs, and, yes, they can fly through the Arctic
and do the surveillance up there probably better than the Auroras.
We've been spending money for years having Aurora patrols through
the Arctic. It would be far more efficient to have that done by a UAV.

A UAV, however, cannot react to anything it finds there. It can
report things it sees, and then it has to call in other forces to react to
it, either CF-18 fighters, if it's something in the air, or the army, to
deploy somehow. They can't deploy into the Arctic as well, but
perhaps former elements of the Canadian Airborne Regiment that are
still around could be flown in. They could parachute in. If it's on the
water, on the surface, you send a surface ship. If it's underwater, it
would be nice to have a submarine that could go up there and patrol
in reaction to the UAV's call.
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Submarines, as I mentioned earlier, would be available to take
their part in the normal patrol cycle. We don't have enough surface
ships to cover all of our coasts all the time. We don't have a surface
ship deployed all the time. It would be useful to have a submarine
available to do some of those patrols if you have information that
somebody might be coming.

You say the Soviet fleet is all on a scrap heap; not all of it is. The
Soviets are starting to deploy their fleet again into the North Atlantic
and the North Pacific, not into our waters, yet. But in the fifties and
sixties and seventies and eighties, we were tripping over Soviet
submarines all the time, well inside the 200-nautical-mile limit. I've
heard stories of their being inside the 12-mile limit as well. And now
there have been recent reports of submarines up in Baffin Bay, off
Inuvik. They are probably French, and they're definitely inside our
200-nautical-mile limit and probably inside our 12-mile limit.

The Chair: If you would finish up, please, Mr. Gimblett, I'm
going to give Mr. Blaikie his chance.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: But the point is, it doesn't have to be
Soviets. There certainly won't be Pakistanis off our coasts, but there
are others, and many of them are our supposed allies who dispute our
claims to sovereignty in the Arctic and would like to push us on
some things.

Submarines will not answer all of those sovereignty issues, but
they are part of the package that gives you a range of options. When
the Government of Canada wants to react to something, it can make
a decision on how best to react to it. Without submarines, your
options are reduced considerably.

● (0930)

[Translation]

The Chair: You have little time left.

Mr. Claude Bachand: Could you explain briefly the constabulary
value? You put forward the argument of fisheries, on which I didn't
agree with you. You told me that the Spanish fleet, in those days,
could have backed up by fear of a submarine. I had asked you if you
thought it would be possible that a Canadian submarine could launch
torpedoes on a Spanish fishing vessel.

Could you explain briefly to me how this helps us protect our
fisheries as well as defend ourselves against drug trafficking, etc?

[English]

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Submarines are not the best fisheries
protection vessels. I can tell you that up front. A surface ship is the
best way of doing that. Again, submarines give you an option.
Fishing fleets can see the fisheries patrol vessels and the frigates we
have doing patrols occasionally. They can see them coming. If
they're doing something illegal, they will stop doing it when the
surface vessel comes. Submarines are incredibly useful. During a
couple of very good patrols, they got into the middle of the fishing
fleet and took pictures of them engaged in illegal activity. That has
happened a couple of times—not often, simply because the navy
only got involved in doing that sort of thing about the same time that
the Oberons were running out of their life cycle and were just not
available to do it. But two good patrols proving exactly that point
were done.

Submarines don't like doing that sort of work, because there's
always the risk they will get caught up in the nets, so it's not the
preferred option for a submariner to be doing that. Again, it's one of
a range of options the Government of Canada has available to react
to that situation.

We've sparred before on the issue of the Spanish turbot war. All I
want to say is that if you will go back to 1994-95, when that was
happening, there was a slow escalation of the issue. It was the intent
of both Canada and Spain to resolve it peacefully at a diplomatic
level, but at one point in the crisis, Spain was threatening to sail its
navy over here. It was they who started escalating it. They were
going to sail their navy off the Grand Banks as a bit of gunboat
diplomacy, to make a statement to support their claim.

They chose not to, because the commander of Maritime
Command at that time, who had gone to the NATO staff college
with the commander of the Spanish navy, made a quiet telephone
call from one friend to another and suggested that if he sailed his
aircraft carrier, we'd sail our submarines. They didn't sail their
aircraft carrier. Obviously that was only one of the factors involved
in it, but I'm certain it was one of the factors the Spanish considered
before they sent their fleet over here, which would have raised it
beyond all reasonable levels, as I think we agreed earlier.

Of course, it was an absolute bluff on our part at the time, because
all three of our submarines were out of the water and unavailable for
service; they were the old Oberons. They were running out of power,
quite literally. Now we've got two submarines on each coast. One
should be available all the time to do it. As we have proven, they can
scoot through the Panama Canal from one coast to the other fairly
easily.

The Chair: Thank you very much.

Monsieur Bachand, merci.

Mr. Blaikie, for seven minutes.

Hon. Bill Blaikie (Elmwood—Transcona, NDP): I will pick up
where I left off informally. What are the French doing up in the
Beaufort?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: In the Baffin Sea?

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Yes.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I have no idea. You would have to ask the
French that. Obviously they are interested in things that are up there.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Like what? Ice?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Ice.... There are fishery resources and
minerals up there. I think that as much as they would dispute it, the
international thinking of the French is very much in line with that of
the Americans. I think they would choose to challenge our
sovereignty, our claim that the Northwest Passage is internal waters.
They would see it as an international waterway. I would suspect that
they would be pushing a claim on that.

Why they are doing that with submarines, I have no idea, but
again, if they go up there, they're checking the waters without a
surface ship. Our attention is not drawn to it.
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● (0935)

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Towards the end of your presentation you said
that if you had more time you'd give us more examples of certain
things. Do you now have more time?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: The Danes had a mini sub. Denmark is a
country that we generally assume shares many of the same values as
us. They were mixed up quite deeply with the British and the
Americans in the northern Persian Gulf throughout the crisis in Iraq.
They had a mini submarine that was put to very good advantage by
the coalition forces in the inshore areas during the actual invasion of
Iraq, but more so in the lead-up to it. They checked out the water,
gathered intelligence and—I don't know but I suspect—inserted
special forces.

We didn't go to Iraq. We weren't involved in that, and there were
very good reasons why; I'd rather not debate those today. But the
point is that if we had a submarine like the Victoria, which is a bit
bigger than the Danish submarine, it could do much the same sorts of
operations—inshore surveillance and the insertion of special forces.
Part of the new plan for the Canadian Forces restructuring is that
JTF-2will be made much bigger. There will be uses for those forces
to be inserted by submarine.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Are you saying that on some of these missions,
either ones we've actually gone on or ones we could have gone on
but didn't, Canadian surface ships were less protected and more at
risk than the ships of other navies, because we didn't have our own
submarine kind of looking out for us?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Frankly, yes. When we were working in
the Arabian Sea with the coalition forces, those other forces were
just as unprotected as we were. The threat environment at the time
was being constantly monitored. I mentioned the Iranians. They
were watching them all the time because we just never knew what
they would be up to. As I said, the regular Iranian navy performed
with scrupulous neutrality. The Republican Guards were quite
otherwise. They were constantly practising their swarm operations
with their fast surface boats. We never knew whether they'd actually
come at the groups going through the Strait of Hormuz or turn away.
They always did turn away, but we just didn't know. So that's why
we were sailing through the Strait of Hormuz on a higher state of
readiness.

There are too many other areas in the world—actually, anywhere
else that you could guess where we would want to deploy naval
forces, and we always do deploy naval forces whenever a major
crisis arises anywhere—where our surface forces will be at a
disadvantage if we do not have our own submarines under our
control.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: You talked about the exchange between the
Spanish admiral and the Canadian admiral—I'm not sure of the rank.
Then you referred to the fact that our submarines weren't operational.
I just wonder if Spanish intelligence was so inferior that they
couldn't figure that out. Are these the same guys who advised
George Bush on WMD in Iraq?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Obviously they did have false intelli-
gence at that time, but the Spanish don't have access to satellite
imagery, or they did not at that time, and certainly not of Canada.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Couldn't they have sent somebody over to
Halifax to count the boats in the harbour?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Well, yes....

I suspect the next time around the people won't be so badly off. It's
very easily done, but their intelligence was bad.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Thank you.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Blaikie.

We'll now go to the other side of the table, to Mr. Martin, please,
for seven minutes.

Hon. Keith Martin (Esquimalt—Juan de Fuca, Lib.): Thank
you, Dr. Gimblett, for being here. Your brief is excellent and
succinct. That is much appreciated. It's packed full of information. I
found the comments very interesting, particularly the ones about
having a submarine versus not having any submarines. There's a
huge difference in our capabilities and how we present ourselves to
the world...and our sovereignty.

The difference between zero and one is much larger than between
one and three. Is that correct?

● (0940)

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes, it's better to have six than three. It's
better to have three than one. It's much better to have one than none.

Hon. Keith Martin: That's particularly true because of the length
of our coasts.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Especially.

Hon. Keith Martin: The other comment you made was that
France and Germany are spreading submarine technology around the
world to developing countries. Do you see that as a stronger
argument as to why Canada ought to have submarines?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Very much so. We have to be prepared to
go against other submarines in other parts of the world. We have to
be prepared to go against very modern, very quiet submarines. For
the French and the German submarines especially, they know the
technology. Their boats are very good.

But they're not as good as the Victoria, I hasten to add. The
Victoria is in a class slightly above any of those. If we are trained to
counter our own submarines, we should be able to handle those of
other nations.

There are no guarantees because the submarines have distinct
advantages, especially if they're working in home waters. But it's
better that we go over having been trained to meet a variety of
conditions than to be learning it on the fly over there.

Hon. Keith Martin: Do you have any concerns about the training
of our submariners? Do you believe they are well-trained
submariners?
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Mr. Richard Gimblett: I can't speak to that in detail. As I think
you heard from Peter Kavanagh the other day, I'm not a submariner.
I've never been involved in the submarine training, and I don't know
what's going on now.

What I can offer from a global perspective is that we have not had
an operational submarine force for the better part of a decade now.
People skills wear off. From personal experience, I know that if we
were not launching a torpedo and training against a submarine at
least three or four times a year, our skills would drop off.

The sonar men don't recognize the pings or the lines if it's in the
path of sonar. They're not as good at it. On our reactions for finger-
pushing on the computer displays, you're not as conversant with the
special ones that are required for ASW. For the sheer mechanics of
getting a weapon over the side, we always threw dummy ones over
the side. There is a series of procedures you have to go through, but
if you're not doing them all the time and you're not doing them as
part of an exercise, you lose your capability.

It's the same as just driving a ship and going to sea. Our navy is
one of the best in the world simply because we have a higher at-sea
time than most third world navies. The sea time is not as high as it
should be to maintain our skills, but we are still better than just about
anybody else because we go to sea regularly. If you didn't have
submariners going to sea or submariners were not going to sea for
the better part of a decade, it only stands to reason that their skills
would drop off.

The submariners who you had then, who were skilled, were rising
in rank. They weren't worker bees any more. They weren't the
leading hands. They became petty officers or chiefs, but you can
only pack so many petty officers and chiefs into a submarine. They
are the core people with the experience now. Junior ratings don't
have that experience, and they're the guys doing the work.

I wouldn't want to fault it by putting my finger on the training
system because I don't know that. The sheer mechanics of taking a
boat to sea on a regular basis gives you skills that will atrophy if you
don't use them. They can be relearned, but it takes patience. We're in
that cycle now. We're effectively relearning a skill that had been
allowed to atrophy.

Hon. Keith Martin: Mr. Rota is going to finish off the time, but
my last question is this. Dr. Gimblett, we know Iran has submarine
technology and submarine capabilities. What other countries have
recently acquired submarine technologies that we may be concerned
about?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: They are the first and foremost. You can
pick any country in Southeast Asia. If you're looking at the South
China Sea, the Paracel and Spratly Islands, as a potential flashpoint,
we may be called in to do some maritime peacekeeping in a very
short period, I suspect. China has been getting the Soviet Kilo Class
submarines. They're developing a new nuclear one of their own. The
Philippines have submarines. Taiwan has some, as do the Japanese. I
believe Vietnam still has a couple of older Soviet boats. That's one
area.

You'll notice that I included a list of people who we include as our
allies in there as well, because if we're interposing ourselves in a
peacekeeping situation, we have to be ready to counter everybody.

Another flashpoint area is North Korea, the Korean Sea. Both
Koreas have submarines, as do the Japanese and the Chinese, again.
The Russians would be interested in something like that. The area is
chockablock full of them.

The one place in the world that I think I could put my finger on
that doesn't have a submarine threat would be the Caribbean. If we
go down to Haiti or Jamaica or any other island, they become failed
states again.

● (0945)

Hon. Keith Martin: The Aruban threat is down then?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes, on the submarine side.

But really, literally anywhere else in the world...the Mediterranean
Basin or the Adriatic were a couple of other places of recent
operation where it would have been valuable for us to have our own
submarines. In the Balkans the problem is still not solved with Serbia
and Montenegro, I hasten to add.

Hon. Keith Martin: Thank you.

The Chair: Please be very brief, and then I'll get you on the
second round, Mr. Rota.

Mr. Anthony Rota (Nipissing—Timiskaming, Lib.): I'll just
continue in that vein, because that was one of the questions I was
looking at. Rather than asking who's up and coming in the submarine
world, I'll just concentrate on China, if you will.

I guess the Russians were the major threat, as Monsieur Bachand
mentioned earlier. I'm not saying China is a threat, but what kind of a
submarine fleet do they have at present?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I was over in China last summer. I joined
HMCS Regina when she did a port visit into Shanghai, so I've had a
chance to look at the Chinese orbit of battle, if you will. It's fairly
impressive on paper, but I think what it's actually like in real life is
mixed. They are working rapidly to build up their submarine forces.
I prefer not to see them as a threat; I think there are many good
reasons to not see them as a threat, but the point is they are building
up their submarine forces and it has to be for a reason. The big
reason is that they expect to possibly have to take on American
carrier battle groups in the Strait of Taiwan and other areas there.

I'm not saying we would get involved with the American carrier
battle group, but the odds are that if something happens somewhere
in the world, we always end up showing up. It's in our blood, and it
doesn't matter what government is in power; we go over there. So I
think we want to keep an eye on the Chinese.
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They are building up their diesel submarine fleet with the Russian
Kilo Class and a couple of newer classes, and they are working on
building a new nuclear submarine of their own. They had one
previously as a class that was not very good. It was very basic. But
as they are getting new technology, mostly from the European Union
now—the ban on that technology is lifting—they will be getting new
things. They are very good at building things and putting together
other people's technology. Once they get boats together and start
using them, going to sea, they will get better and their skills will
develop.

Do I see them as an adversary that could threaten us right now?
No, not right now, but certainly within five, ten, or fifteen years.

The Chair: We don't have that much time left.

Mrs. Hinton, are you going to have any questions?

Mrs. Betty Hinton (Kamloops—Thompson—Cariboo, CPC): I
don't have many questions. Most of my colleagues have asked them,
but I did have one.

How many subs—

The Chair: I have some colleagues ahead of you, but I'll put you
on the list.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: Thank you.

The Chair: I have to get to Mr. MacKenzie first and then Mr.
Bagnell. We only have 15 minutes left, so we'll try to get as many in
as we can. I'll then try to get to Mrs. Hinton as well.

Mr. MacKenzie, please.

Mr. Dave MacKenzie (Oxford, CPC): Dr. Gimblett, I'm a little
concerned with your comment about these being a good value, and I
say that with all due respect. These submarines are technologically
fifteen years old, and they've seen very little sea time. On the
assessment of them being of very good value, I'm not sure that's true.
It's kind of like the Corvair. When it first came out, General Motors
thought it was good. So until the submarines are really tested, I don't
think we know that.

Do you base your statement simply on the fact that they were
cheap and we got four of them, and that seemingly the technology is
good?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I base it on the fact that they were built
by Vickers, which has a long tradition of building very good
submarines—a hundred years, as a matter of fact. They were
designed and built by a good yard.

You say the technology is fifteen years old. Yes, it is, but it was a
couple of notches above everybody else's technology at the time.
They incorporated a lot of the same technology that's in very modern
nuclear submarines into that hull. It's just that they put a diesel-and-
batteries power plant in it instead of a nuclear power plant.

The technology is top-notch and will be for some time, and the
boats were built by a good yard. I just think time, patience, and
resources need to be applied to them. They're certainly much cheaper
than if they had been newly built on their own.

You just have to compare this to the case of Australia, which went
for newly built Swedish boats at the same time. They cost Australia
the better part of $5 billion from the initial package they got, plus

they're still trying to make them right. These are incredibly complex
pieces of technology, and I think we stand a better chance with the
British boats than just about anything else.

● (0950)

Mr. Dave MacKenzie: But these are not in the water. We're not
sure when they're going to get in the water. We could have bought
the German ones, and I can't believe the Germans would fall behind
in technology for very long.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: No. The big disadvantage with the
German ones is that their boats have very short legs. They're
designed to go out in the North Sea and the English Channel. To get
to somewhere else in the world, they're usually carried in one of the
transporter ships that we saw with the Chicoutimi. As a matter of
fact, it took the Danes the better part of six months to get their boat
to the Persian Gulf. They brought it back on one of those
transporters.

Boats with short legs like that are just no good off the Grand
Banks, to get out beyond our 200-mile limit, and on the west coast,
to go out in the open areas there.

Mr. Dave MacKenzie: Are you not concerned that we have the
only four in the world?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: No. It means we don't have to fight
anybody else for the spare parts.

Mr. Dave MacKenzie: If we can find them.

The Chair: Thanks, Mr. MacKenzie.

Mr. Bagnell now, please.

Hon. Larry Bagnell (Yukon, Lib.): That was an excellent
briefing. I think basically the other witnesses before you convinced
us it was a heck of a deal and absolutely essential for our navy.

Every major company has it, so there are all sorts of reasons. It's
fairly obvious to everyone that it was essential for us to have these
and that it was a great deal, but you added three more reasons that we
didn't have yet. One is protection for our own ships on peacekeeping
missions, etc.; another is to insert troops in these types of missions;
and the most important one, I think, is when people have to tell us, if
we have submarines, about where theirs are. So even though these
can't go in the Northwest Passage when there's ice there, if we are to
patrol on both coasts near the Northwest Passage, then other
countries that have their submarines in our northern waters would
have to tell us. This is what you're saying.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Precisely. Not just in the north but off
both coasts as well, and it's just the fact of us having the submarines.
They don't actually have to be out there, because they're our waters.
We can sail them any time. Others have to tell us when they want to
come in, and we assign them areas where they can go through.

So it's not just that they ask to come in. We also tell them where
they can go.
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Hon. Larry Bagnell: Considering all the other submarines that
we've been finding in our waters, that alone is an essential reason
that we have them.

In your brief, you said that Upholders, at the time, were so
advanced that they could run more quietly and deeper than any other
conventionally powered subs. Where do they stand now, compared
to other submarines and their qualities, compared to ones that have
been developed since, if there have been ones since?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I think they're about the same. They can
go deeper than any of the other ones still, because of the advanced
nuclear submarine technology that they incorporate, and their power
plant is at least as quiet.

The German submarines are quite quiet. They might have an edge
there, but we can go deeper.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: So basically, because of these reasons we
just talked about, they're an essential component of our sovereignty
protection in the north and other places. Although, as you said,
nothing can do it by itself, they are an essential component and add
some things that other parts of that puzzle couldn't add.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Absolutely.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: One of my constituents asked why we have
submarines. I suppose the question could be, what other part of our
navy is any more essential than submarines? They're probably all
equally important.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes. I wouldn't want to do away with any
of it, to be honest with you. We're reaching the point now where our
destroyers are reaching the ends of their lives. They carry out an
essential command and control role, and without them we would
find it very difficult to take charge of coalition fleets when we go
around the world. The frigates just can't do it, and certainly you need
the frigates, just the numbers of ships. You always need a surface
warship. I think the surface warship would be the last thing I would
want to see out of our navy. If you're down to that, well, you're not a
rank 3 navy any more; you're a glorified coast guard.

● (0955)

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Given that we have no ships that can go on
top of the water or under the water where there's ice, do you have
any recommendations on what we should do to improve our
sovereignty protection of the north?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Navy-wise, I will go on record, because
in the 1980s, I was not a fan of us acquiring nuclear submarines, and
I think I remain that way. I think we could use nuclear submarines
very profitably and we could operate them very nicely, but they're
just so darned expensive. The infrastructure required to operate a
nuclear submarine fleet safely and efficiently would take up the
entire present defence budget.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: I was talking about on the surface too.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: On the surface, a presence. The more
you're up there, the more people know you're there and the more
familiar you become with the area. We are not an arctic navy now.
We have no ships capable of operating in the Arctic. A frigate went
up there in the summertime. Frigates have very thin skins; they
cannot operate near ice.

I operated in 1988 in an ice-edge exercise when I was the combat
officer of one our replenishment ships. Replenishment ships, just
because they're so big and their hulls are a little thicker, can go
through first-year ice. We did that very gingerly, because we hadn't
been anywhere near ice for years before that. So we would poke our
nose in there. I'm not aware of us having done similar sorts of
exercises since then.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Thank you.

The Chair: Mr. Rota, and then Mrs. Gallant.

Mr. Rota, you'll pass?

Mrs. Gallant.

Mrs. Cheryl Gallant (Renfrew—Nipissing—Pembroke, CPC):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and through you to Dr. Gimblett.

You mentioned a looming threat in Juan de Fuca Strait and the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, one that could be there in the future. What
country were you referring to?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I wasn't pointing to a threat in those
areas; it's just that they are some of the most challenging waters to
operate in, because of the mix of cold and warm water, fresh and salt
water, temperature, pressure gradients. They're very complicated
waters to operate in.

I don't see any threats in either of those right now. That's not to say
there won't be in the future, because we just don't know.

The Germans sure played havoc in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
during the Second World War.

Mrs. Cheryl Gallant: Recognizing the interoperability of our
military and the absence of functioning submarines right now, are
you aware of whether or not our JTF-2 force is currently deployed
from anyone else's submarines?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I'm not aware of that, no.

Mrs. Cheryl Gallant: Okay.

Does Cuba have submarines?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I don't believe so. And if they did, I don't
think they'd be operating very well.

Mrs. Cheryl Gallant: Thank you.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: It's a failed state.

The Chair: Is that it?

Mrs. Cheryl Gallant: Yes.

The Chair: Thank you.

Mrs. Hinton.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: I have a very quick question.

How many submarines does China have?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: I'm sorry, I don't know the number.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: An educated guess.
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Mr. Richard Gimblett: As an educated guess, able to go to sea,
probably two dozen.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: Two dozen?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: Thank you.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: The numbers other people have in their
fleets are staggering, the number of submarines available through the
world. We're talking about maybe trying to keep four of ours going.
That's a very small number.

Now, we make up for it in quality.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: Thank you.

The Chair: I think Napoleon gave us a warning a long time ago
about the Chinese. They're probably going to have a lot of subs
pretty soon.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes, and Stalin said that quantity has a
quality all its own.

The Chair: That's true.

We have five minutes. I see two more colleagues—Mr. Bagnell
first, because we're on this side. Maybe we can get a question from
Larry and then a question from Monsieur Bachand.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: We got the four for, what was it, $750
million, roughly?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Yes.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: What would four of those subs, of roughly
equal quality—I know you can't be exact—cost if we were to buy
them today?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: That would be the cost for one
submarine. That is sort of the going rate. Then you have the cost
of the program and things like that. You'd be looking at close to a
billion dollars per submarine for the entire program, whatever
number you got.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: So if we were to buy them today, it would
cost roughly $4 billion.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Well, you can look at the Australians.
They got six. They were well over $5 billion, and their dollar is
roughly the same as ours.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Thank you.

The Chair: The last question, Monsieur Bachand, s'il vous plaît.

● (1000)

[Translation]

Mr. Claude Bachand: I just wanted to have your opinion on the
fact that, to Canadianize the Canadian submarines, we are going to
equip them with U.S. torpedoes. I wanted to have your view on this.

[English]

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Because those were the torpedoes we had
in the Oberon submarine. We don't make our own torpedoes. The
two allies that have the best torpedoes that we work with are the
Americans and the British. We have a stock of American torpedoes
sitting in the ammunition depot in Halifax. It makes sense that we
use the ones we already have.

Part of the Canadianization package is also putting in the
Canadian fire control system that we developed for the Oberons in
the late eighties, early nineties. It's a superior system, and it works
with the Mark 48 torpedo.

The Chair: Thank you.

We have a couple of minutes. Mr. Casson or Monsieur Perron, if
either of you have a quick question, I could....

All right, then a final question to Mr. Rota and then we'll—

Mr. Anthony Rota: Someone mentioned the fire-extinguishing
systems. They mentioned water was being used in the new class. Do
you happen to know what the standard is across the globe for fire
extinguishing in submarines?

Mr. Richard Gimblett: No, I don't. But I can tell you that no
submariner wants to be pumping water into his boat, because you
have to get rid of it. The problem is that the other system, halon,
displaces oxygen and has the potential to kill people as well.

Mr. Anthony Rota: So it's the better of two evils, basically, one
or the other. There's no better system.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: That's right.

Mr. Anthony Rota: Thank you.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Rota.

Dr. Gimblett, thank you very much for being here today and
sharing your expertise with us. You're speaking from personal
experience, and we appreciate it. We're nearing the end of this study,
as you know, and we'll make sure you get a copy of the report when
we're done.

Mr. Richard Gimblett: Thank you very much.

The Chair: Colleagues, we're going to suspend for a couple of
minutes for a technical changeover before we welcome our second
witness.

● (1002)
(Pause)

● (1005)

The Chair: I'd like to reconvene the 20th meeting of SCONDVA,
the Standing Committee on National Defence and Veterans Affairs.

I'd like to welcome our second witness, Dr. Peter Langille, who
has taught at a number of facilities. He is now at one of the country's
great universities, the University of Western Ontario, in London,
Ontario. Notwithstanding that I managed somehow to become a
graduate of that place, it is truly a great university. I invite you all to
visit it. It was recently voted Canada's most beautiful campus.

I want to welcome you, Professor Langille, and invite you to make
some opening comments. If you could stay within the 10-minute
timeframe, it would allow time for questions.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille (As Individual): Honourable Chair
and members, good morning, and thank you kindly for this
opportunity.
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The acquisition of four Upholder submarines has clearly raised
numerous difficult, often contentious questions. When the issue
arose in 1996, I had no plan or even a desire to participate in the
related discussion. With others, I'd recently completed a challenging
section of a joint DND and DFAIT study, Towards a Rapid Reaction
Capability for the United Nations, which at the time was a high
priority of our government. Submarines and anti-submarine warfare
were not on my research agenda. However, the experience of that
short-lived debate on the Upholders definitely warrants a few
additional questions.

First, why was there so little in-depth scrutiny and so little
constructive criticism of this submarine acquisition program when it
initially became an issue? Why were those who work on defence and
security issues in academe either silent or part of the larger effort to
secure this deal?

Second, why was there so little consideration accorded to the
opportunity costs associated with these Upholders, as well as a few
similar decisions? Combined, these do appear to have far greater
costs than many recognize.

Third, why was the acquisition program still a high priority within
DND when there were so many other competing demands for finite
resources? Most were aware that the Canadian Forces were already
encountering problems in meeting their day-to-day operational
requirements in other demanding roles, which were placing an undue
stress on available personnel and resources.

Today, I'm not going to suggest that I have definitive answers to
each, but I believe these questions and even my preliminary
observations speak to a few larger issues of defence decision-
making, as well as the current state of our defence effort and our
capacity to contribute to the security issues that matter.

To convince me to participate in a CBC debate on the acquisition
of four Upholder submarines that was already planned, I recall that
Jason Moscovitz, from The House, called and indicated he really
needed me because I was among the few who knew something of the
issues, and unlike others, I might address several critical issues
related to the proposed program. At the time, he indicated that
cabinet was split on the issue and that the PM would soon have to
make a final decision.

Of greater concern, he also went on to note, “It appears everyone
else is working for the sub lobby”. I wasn't CBC's first preference;
they were simply having a difficult time finding anyone who'd even
speak to the potential problems, costs, or implications of acquiring
the Upholders.

So when I heard that there were few, if any, inclined to even raise
questions about the program, I sensed a wider systemic problem, one
that I'd encountered previously.

Professor Erika Simpson, who is also at the University of Western
Ontario, and I agreed to volunteer in attending several media
debates, and we co-authored two short newspaper articles. As
expected, that didn't make us popular. Challenging a billion-dollar-
plus priority program in DND entails a few risks. I recall that we
were almost alone.

So why was there so little in-depth scrutiny and so little
constructive criticism? In my opinion, that question is directly
related to a wider problem with contemporary Canadian defence
analysis.

One DND program, the Security and Defence Forum, formerly
known as our military and strategic studies program, has been
deliberately structured to establish a supportive academic constitu-
ency. I have no problem with that, but through privileged funding
and an array of incentives, our defence officials now control a fairly
dependent academic community. Of course, this isn't a monolithic
community devoid of diversity or one uniformly in step with ADM
of Policy and Communications Ken Caulder's priorities on every
issue. There are exceptions; there are a number of very good SDF
centres with highly respected, good scholars. I'd cite UBC as a
superb, well-balanced example.

● (1010)

So it's apparent that not all ascribe to the notion that they're paid to
conduct a public relations mission or to reflect and reinforce DND's
preferences.

Another exception where there appears to be far better
independent analysis is within the Canadian Forces' own officer
training command schools and at RMC. Here as well, with Wolf
Koerner and Michel Rossignol, I think you have far better
independent analysis.

However, in an era of increasingly scarce university funding, the
desire to acquire privileged access funding for travel, conferences,
scholarships, paid interns, special projects, and additional contracts
is really tough to resist. Yet few in the field of security and defence,
or any in the SDF, can now claim to be truly independent or
objective. The majority, in centres like Queen's, Dalhousie, and
Calgary, are inclined to rationalize and support departmental
priorities. Accordingly, many are reluctant to question or challenge
a priority program of DND, such as the acquisition of the Upholders.
Quite a number really want to be respected as part of our wider
defence network.

Naturally, many within the SDF also try to please their funders—
it's understandable—often by aligning their analysis with depart-
mental preferences. To cite one example, a former professor of mine
explained that, “With no other funds, of course we have to prostitute
ourselves”. Another administrator of an SDF program commented,
“You don't expect us to bite the hand that feeds us, do you?”
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In short, this makes some the equivalent of embedded academics.
Like media partners who receive the special privileges, there is a
wider tendency to highlight the preferred line. Yet departmental
preferences, or even service preferences, do not necessarily lead to
appropriate or cost-effective government decisions.

Moreover, as the SDF spans coast to coast, they do have
considerable influence over not only academic programs but political
and media discussions of related issues. I'm not alone in thinking that
their efforts and attempts to influence have not all been that
productive in developing a sound, modern, effective defence effort,
or a wider, well-informed constituency for defence. Ambassador
Michael Kergin recently observed that while senior American
officials had hoped to see a wider constituency for defence, many of
the related efforts had proven to be counterproductive. Why? I'll try
to explain that later.

Further, there is a risk in providing considerable perks, influence,
and insufficient independent oversight to a DND academic forum.
Personally, I think that's one among several of the contributing
reasons why we're here today. Regrettably, I believe the government
was swayed to make a few dubious decisions, not only on the
acquisition of the Upholders, but also in buying over 100 Leopard
tanks. In both cases it was quite clear that these were already dated
platforms and, if not largely irrelevant, were likely to be replaced by
newer, more cost-effective systems.

As to opportunity costs, overall, when the immediate costs—
which appeared to have been deliberately fudged to give the
impression of a great deal in a period of fiscal restraint—are
combined with upgrades, new electronics and weapon systems,
crews, and maintenance, the Upholder acquisition program may
represent a total expenditure of somewhere in the area of $1.5 billion
to $2.4 billion.

● (1015)

However, it's unlikely that Canadians will ever know the total cost
because what was spent on the Upholders had to be denied to the
other sectors of the defence effort. Clearly, this decision represents a
significant political and institutional problem with far wider
implications. To my mind it's partially responsible for stemming
the modernization of our defence effort as well as being partially
responsible for shifting the wider understanding of our actual, rather
than imagined, defence and security requirements.

If it was a unique decision, it might be easier to dismiss it as a one-
time error. However, the problem has been compounded because it
wasn't unique. It was combined with another dubious decision at
roughly the same time. Both distorted our defence effort and both
stymied much needed reform in other sectors. Both the Upholders
and the Leopard tanks pulled funding away from other priorities,
including our day-to-day operational needs, particularly in peace
operations and more specifically in UN peace operations.

Now, you all know DND's and DFA's preference is now clearly
for NATO, an all-white, all-northern, mostly affluent, and almost
exclusively Christian military alliance, with the exception of Turkey.
Both the Upholders and Leopards complemented former NATO
priority roles, yet contrary to what some of our officials claim,
NATO may not be viewed universally as a legitimate, credible
alternative for policing the rougher effects of globalization in the

south. Last week even Condoleezza Rice downplayed the aspirations
for NATO assuming a global role.

I think most of you also heard UN Secretary-General Kofi
Annan's plea last year that Canada aim higher. Everyone here is
likely aware of Canada's contribution to UN peace operations. From
being a former leader in that respect, we've withdrawn to a rank in
the mid-thirties, with about 200 troops deployed as blue helmets.
Instead of our earning diplomatic and political capital as well as
being a widely respected voice on related issues, we are now viewed
by some in the south as well as some even within the UN Secretariat
as similar to our neighbours, always telling them what to do but
seldom willing to provide any tangible contribution in order to help.
That's been the case since 1997, shortly after the Upholder decision.

To conclude, I'll say I believe Canada and our defence effort can
do far more to help avoid a more divided, dangerous, and heavily
armed world. Here the best route forward may be a return to the
universalist project of the past century. This isn't new or
revolutionary. It's derived from the horrible experience of two world
wars and the high-risk experience of the Cold War, as well as the
tough experiences and lessons learned in our attempting to maintain
contemporary peace and security. In my opinion, we simply have to
revitalize multilateral defence cooperation through a more effective
United Nations to be able to fulfill assigned tasks in preventing
armed conflict and in rapid deployment for diverse, robust peace
operations, including those tasked to protect civilians.

An additional 5,000 troops is a very good idea and should help.
Similarly, the acquisition of either strategic air- or strategic sea-lift
appears essential if we hope to be of assistance in diverse
emergencies at home or abroad. The SHIRBRIG should also be a
higher defence priority. It's at the bottom of the barrel now, and it's
almost embarrassing that we're only committing at this point
somewhere in the area of nineteen troops to help in Sudan.

A healthy defence effort, like a healthy democracy, requires wide
debate with constructive criticism, tolerance for diverse perspectives,
and consideration of the options and the potential costs and benefits,
as well as occasional dissent in opposition. You expect that. Other
Canadians expect that. We haven't really had it.
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● (1020)

There are a few indications that we may soon turn the corner and
get back on track; however, we're going to need further support for
more independent and balanced analysis to help guide a more
compelling and more relevant defence effort.

Thank you.

The Chair: Thank you, Dr. Langille.

That's very constructive criticism. Some of it was a sort of segue
into our defence review, which we're all dying to get going on. But
we aren't there yet; we're still on the subs. I want to ask colleagues to
remind yourselves of that. Let's keep our questions focused on the
issue of the procurement of these four submarines.

With that in mind, we'll start our first round of seven minutes.
We'll start with Mr. Casson, please.

Mr. Rick Casson (Lethbridge, CPC): Thank you, Dr. Langille,
for those comments. They're very thought-provoking and are maybe
some new revelations that have come to us that certainly weren't
brought forward before.

As the chairman indicated, we are dealing with procurement of the
submarines. We will try to focus our questions on that, but maybe the
chairman will allow some leeway as we branch off to other places.

It's an interesting comment to say that by offering money to
academics and to universities and think tanks DND can sway the
comment that comes back from academia. Can you give us an idea
of how many dollars we're talking about—maybe you're not aware
of these things—how this functions, and where the money comes
from? Does it all transfer to other DND budgets? Does it come from
other arms of government?

How do you see this working so that the end result that comes
back is what they want to hear?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: It comes from the office of the
assistant deputy minister for policy and communications. He has a
director of public policy who manages the Security and Defence
Forum.

How does it come back such that they get the results they want?
They have, I believe, a rather limited pot of $2 million to disperse,
with most SDF centres receiving about $100,000—plus interns, plus
conferences, plus travel, and special contracts that DND provides
over and above that pot of money. There are also contracts available
through the defence industries for consulting work.

Initially, I support the effort from government to ensure that we
have a well-informed defence community of scholars who really
know the issues and are reliable and ready to provide policy-relevant
feedback to decision-makers, as well as to committees such as your
own. That seems eminently reasonable.

One of the problems, however, is that within the ADM policy and
communications sector there's a strong desire and interest to hear
their preferences reflected publicly in the media—politically. To an
extent, that's a bit of a conflict of interest.

● (1025)

Mr. Rick Casson: Yes, it is.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I'm not sure how many of you are
aware of how scarce funding is for universities and academics. But
$100,000 provides quite a lot, at least the core of a program and a
research centre, as well as office space and perhaps one, if not two
salaries, within a wider group of perhaps eight to ten participating
scholars, who are in Ottawa every year for a conference and who are
also provided travel opportunities abroad to NATO and other
missions. It's a privilege similar to that accorded to this committee.
It's a means of acquiring access and providing participation within
the wider network.

The SDF effectively provides our defence department with
considerable control and leverage over the agenda of international
relations that is taught in most of our prominent universities. It also
serves to provide a measure of academic credibility to what some
might consider to be an organized lobby. At this point, their more
prominent members appear to have a near monopoly over most
discussions of defence issues.

I don't agree with the attempt to acquire considerable control over
the academic community. I think it reflects a relatively insecure,
almost juvenile approach on the part of a few defence officials. I also
think it has been counterproductive. It hasn't really convinced
Canadians because so many of those who participate in it are what I
view as dogmatic realists, people who are quite dismissive of
internationalism; human and global security; the UN, particularly
UN peace operations; and arms control and disarmament. That's not
particularly appealing to the broader Canadian public because it
contrasts with our core values, principles, and traditions. As a result,
I don't think their message has been well received. Kergin is right.

The Chair: There's a minute left. You have time for another
question.

Mr. Rick Casson: When it comes down to choosing one program
over another, those are choices that everybody makes. Whether it's
DND or whoever, you do have those choices to make. You indicated
you felt that the choice to go with this Upholder program had
detrimental effects on other procurement options in the military. Do
you see that as being an extraordinary circumstance or just the
normal ebb and flow of making a choice at some point in time?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I actually believe it was quite
extraordinary. Do you want me to elaborate?

Mr. Rick Casson: If there's time.

The Chair: Yes, but be brief if you can.
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Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Few can claim to have all the
answers as to why DND acquired the subs or the 120 Leopard tanks,
which was an equally unique decision. Arguably, neither platform
has any substantive role in Canadian Forces contemporary
operations. I'd also like to hear a compelling explanation for buying
those additional tanks, which the Canadian Forces can't airlift. They
are seldom needed in our operations abroad. They entail major costs
and require enormous logistics for fuel, maintenance, and recovery.

● (1030)

The Chair: Perhaps you could keep to the subs.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: The Upholders represent a naval
tradition from a former era as well as a drain on other naval
programs, and the Leopards represent an army tradition from a
former era as well as an enormous drain on other land force
programs. So why did DND want both programs? They corre-
sponded to former operational priorities in anti-submarine warfare
and heavy mechanized tracked armour, roles that were essential in
the Cold War. These were longstanding roles. Canadian Forces had
acquired considerable expertise and experience over the past 50
years. They also complemented other traditions and the lingering
desire to retain those big league army and navy roles. As was
expected, there was some modest support from sectors within the
Pentagon. I don't discount that. At the time there was also a sense of
urgency within DND and the Canadian Forces. Both faced a
domestic constituency that was supportive of UN peace operations,
which was at odds with internal priorities.

Did the Upholders and the Leopards represent an internal effort to
control the defence agenda? I think so. Was there a better way to
avoid being drawn into uncomfortable new roles than by locking the
Canadian government into what I view as a weapons-driven defence
policy? I doubt it.

The Chair: Thank you.

Now, I can sense Mr. Bachand's anticipation for his questions—

Mr. Claude Bachand: I talk submarines.

The Chair: There you go, yes. Talk submarines. That's just what
your chairman was going to remind everyone.

It's seven minutes, Dr. Langille, for the question and answer, and
as my colleague said, I want to remind us all, to get the most out of
the witness' time here, let's try to talk submarines.

[Translation]

Mr. Claude Bachand: I am not going to get into a long debate on
the UN to say that I share your view that it should be a much more
important body. However, many people also call for a reform of the
UN. I close right away this parenthesis.

Back to the submarines! I think that you will not be surprised, Dr.
Langille, if I tell you that all the great academics, all the high-ranking
officers of the Canadian navy as well as all the senior officials of the
Department of National Defence who appeared before us sang the
same song on the same note: the Upholder submarine program is an
excellent and very important program.

I hope that you have sympathy for the backbenchers who are here
trying to see the light to ensure that taxpayers have their money's
worth. We somewhat hit a wall because we are faced with the fact

that there is a kind of secrecy culture inside the Canadian armed
forces. We have unfortunately to recognize this even in the work of
our committee. We, as honourable members, don't receive much
respect and we are considered as a necessary evil.

Do you have sympathy for us, Dr. Langille, and are you surprised
that great academics as well as senior National Defence officials all
sing the same song, to the expense of some people who, like me,
would like to have a little more critical mind?

● (1035)

[English]

The Chair: Dr. Langille, do you have any response?

Mr. Gilles-A. Perron (Rivière-des-Mille-Îles, BQ): You're
leading the witness.

Some hon. members: Oh, oh!

Hon. Bill Blaikie: In an appropriate direction.

The Chair: There we go. I thought you'd agree, Bill.

Dr. Langille.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I have tremendous empathy, not
only for this committee but for any that takes the risk of challenging
a DND priority issue.

As with the earlier request from the CBC, they weren't asking for
a sub expert, which I don't claim to be; they were just asking for
someone who would provide some critical assessment that ran
contrary to the coordinated, monolithic line coming out of our
officials, as well as our academic community.

At that time, I wasn't surprised. I'm hardly surprised to hear that
you've heard a fairly similar line from our officials as well as our
academics. I think that reinforces the general thrust of the argument
I've tried to make, that we don't have sufficient balance and diversity
and a wider range of opinions that are informed on defence issues. I
think that's tragically irresponsible.

I think it's regrettable that there are others outside, within
Canadian society, and even within academe who are relatively well
informed on these issues but are excluded and marginalized. They
don't receive any funding because they've been constructively
critical in the past. That's been sufficient to ensure that they wouldn't
be participants inside a wider government forum.

I don't think our tax dollars, public money, should be spent to
represent one perspective. That's not the way this committee
functions. It's not the way Parliament functions.
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[Translation]

Mr. Claude Bachand: Now I would like to have your perspective
on the submarines inquiry. As you know, there are two inquiries. In
my view, the inquiry by the parliamentary committee will likely go
much further than the inquiry by the navy. As representatives of the
Bloc, we have expressed our disagreement since the beginning with
the fact that in fact a technical inquiry on the HMCS Chicoutimi is
made by the navy. We expressed our dissatisfaction because we have
great difficulty in admitting that the people who promoted this
purchase, this acquisition, without a procurement procedure—it was
plain and simple that we wanted those submarines—, those very
people who convinced the Department of National Defence to buy
these submarines, who looked after their refit as well as the training
of the submariners, are now those who have to assess what happened
exactly.

I don't want to bring grist to your mill nor to bring you to give the
answer I expect. Don't you find it strange however, that the very
people who may have made mistakes are called today to denounce
their own mistakes, which is generally against human nature?

● (1040)

[English]

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: It's just a perspective, but I think it's
absolutely bizarre. Have we seen it before? Yes. The initial military
inquiry into what happened in Somalia was composed of four
generals, as well as an academic who was very close to and paid by
the defence department. Their findings were widely deemed to be
dubious, so the government launched a subsequent inquiry because it
wasn't satisfied that they were balanced or independent.

The Chair: I guess that answers the question. The time has run
out.

Now we'll go to Mr. Blaikie, please, for seven minutes.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

A lot of things have been raised—more than we can deal with in
seven minutes. First of all, I'll ask some questions that may require
just short answers.

You mentioned that the Upholder and the Leopard tanks were
being bought just as they were about to be replaced by newer
technologies. I think that was the phrase you used. What did you
mean by that, in terms of the submarines? You said they were being
purchased just when they were about to be obsolete. You didn't say
“obsolete”, but I think you used “replaced”.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I meant, given their primary and
secondary roles, there was a wide array of platforms that were likely
to be far more cost-effective already on line.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: In terms of submarines...?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I wouldn't consider subs essential. I
think submarines were essential when we were facing a submarine
threat and when anti-submarine warfare was a high priority.

I was on the defence committee almost a decade ago when the
Minister of National Defence, Kim Campbell, provided the rationale
for acquiring those subs. As I recall, she said they were necessary to
counter the threat posed by new submarine programs in Iran and
Peru. That threw me for a bit of a loop. At the time the Liberal

foreign affairs critic, Lloyd Axworthy, asked if she would repeat the
question. The Chief of Defence Staff, Admiral Anderson, who was
sitting next me, just about put his head down, because this was
simply not a compelling rationale.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Now that we have them, with all the money,
time, energy, training, and everything else, not to mention political
capital, that's been invested, do you think it's plausible to argue that
they should be stood down or gotten rid of? Is it just throwing good
money after bad, or is there an argument for keeping this dimension
of the navy now that all this has transpired? It's different to make the
argument before the decision is made, but 10 years after the decision
was made, and all this has happened—

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: It's far easier in hindsight, isn't it?

Hon. Bill Blaikie: We're not called upon to make that decision. I
want to make that.... We're looking at the purchase, but nevertheless
it morphs from time to time into a larger debate about the role of
submarines.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: It's a very good question. I don't
have all the answers.

My sense is that we should really be looking at whether these can
be satisfactorily rebuilt so they are operational. At present I
understand that none of them is really safe to go below 20 metres.
Is that correct?

It's not correct, Keith?

● (1045)

Hon. Keith Martin: No, it's not.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Okay. That's simply what I heard
from someone actually in your riding, Esquimalt—Juan de Fuca.

Some hon. members: Oh, oh!

Hon. Bill Blaikie: We don't always take Keith's word for it, I'm
thinking.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: It would require further study to
determine whether these can be made cost-effective platforms.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Okay, fair enough.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I'm not in a good position to answer
that question.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Do you see them as potentially having a role in
that kind of rapid reaction capability you talked about? I take it you
see it as a priority for the forces to have that rapid reaction capability
when we're called upon by the international community.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I don't think the subs provide any
rapid reaction capability and I don't think they are necessary to
counter any direct military threat to Canada that is really
conceivable.
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At the time, that was cited as the primary role. The secondary
roles were in surveillance. Heavens, they even went into fisheries
patrol, because that was fashionable at the time. Even search and
rescue was cited, as well as peacekeeping. I'm not aware of any use
of submarines in any of those secondary roles.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: I want to get as much covered in the seven
minutes as I can here.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I think they were dubious
rationales.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: You referred, when you were talking about
your conversation with Jason Moscovitz—I think it was he you were
quoting—to his saying everybody else is part of the sub lobby.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: That may have been a cavalier, off-
the-cuff remark—

Hon. Bill Blaikie: A journalistic remark, yes.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: —indicating that he couldn't find
anyone who was willing to question the point.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Has there been any sort of academic study, or
are you aware of any study, of links between retired Canadian naval
personnel and the corporations that are actually doing the work? I
think BAE said they had set up a Canadian company to do the
modernization, to have the company overseas. We had some
indication of this at one point; then it moved off the radar screen
of the committee.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I'm not aware of any recent
academic study that links those who are at the forefront of the
industrial lobbying effort with those who are retired officers. It was
very apparent in 1996 that many of those who were involved in
promoting the subs were recently retired naval officers.

The Chair: A last brief—

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: As long as they have a one-year
period away from being directly engaged in related matters, that's
considered legal.

The Chair: You may have a last question, Mr. Blaikie, if you
have one.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: I have lots.

I don't know whether you want to answer this question, but you
referred to the main spokespersons for this academic world over
which DND has leverage. I'm not sure whom you mean.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I'd prefer not to name names—

Hon. Bill Blaikie: All right.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: —but I think you see them
frequently on TV and in The National Post and in various media
sources.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: All right, I've got you.

The Chair: I think we can figure that out.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: They also may have been witnesses
before this committee.

The Chair: That's right. We can figure that out.

Okay. Thanks, Mr. Blaikie.

Now, Mr. Bagnell, please, for seven minutes.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Thank you.

I think the fact that the CBC, which has a very good research
department, couldn't find an expert in the world who had anything
negative to say about this purchase and had to go to someone like
yourself who, as you said, is not a sub expert says how good it was.

Your testimony on this particular purchase reminds me of the
saying that just because you're paranoid doesn't mean someone isn't
following you. Just because the analysis wasn't good in this
particular case.... I don't disagree with you there, as I think the
committee has some problems with procurement, which I want to
ask about, but all of the subsequent analysis has shown that it was an
excellent and critical modernization of our navy.

As for the troops in Africa, of course, I'm delighted we're
supporting African troops to deal with their problems there, as
opposed to sending a lot of ours.

The committee has some concerns about procurement in general,
because you talked about systems as opposed to details. I think that's
an important area where the committee has a lot of concerns. I
wonder if you can talk about procurement problems in the armed
forces in general—why it takes so long to make major military
purchases and what we could do to speed that up.

● (1050)

The Chair: It's a general question.... I'm going to allow it, but I
still want to keep it focused on the submarines; that's what we're here
for. So let's try to focus on that part, with some general comments
too.

Dr. Langille.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: You're absolutely free to interpret
my remarks however you like. I'm not pleased about our response to
Africa.

With respect to procurement problems and things taking so long,
in the 1994 defence white paper I recall there was a decision made to
buy off the shelf. Frequently, we've decided to go for offsets—and,
understandably, for contracts that employed Canadians. That
complicates and lengthens the procurement time. I really don't have
more to say on that. As I'm not an expert on subs, I'm neither an
expert on military procurement.

Thank you.

The Chair: Do you have any thoughts on Mr. Bagnell's question
about the long time it took to get those subs purchased? Any
thoughts on that, or the barter, or anything?
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Mr. Howard Peter Langille: To be quite honest, these subs were
the result of a very longstanding program that dated back to 1986 or
1987, stemming from a DND program initially developed to acquire
12 nuclear-powered submarines, as announced in Perrin Beatty's
white paper in 1987. That program never died. And to my mind,
when the opportunity came up, DND saw its chance and the navy
saw the prospect of retaining the wider spectrum of a big power's
navy, albeit in miniature. I think that should have made some people
aware of the probable consequences of making a miscalculation,
because the environment has changed so substantially since 1987.

The Chair: Thank you.

Larry, over to you.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Just on this sub purchase, do you think there
are any hidden agendas as to why we wouldn't have more protection
in the north with our navy—and submarines?

A voice: Where's your riding?

Some hon. members: Oh, oh!

Hon. Larry Bagnell: I have a vested interest.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I don't see any hidden agenda as to
why there isn't more protection in the north. I just don't think we've
made it a priority, because there are other pressing priorities. I don't
think these subs will ever actually serve to address sovereignty
requirements in the north.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: But the last witness said that if we have a
sub, even if it can't go under the ice, if it's around the edges, then the
other nations have to tell us that they have subs in the area. There
have been a lot of sightings, right up to the present, of other
countries' subs, even our allies, in our waters. So is that not a benefit
to us, having some sort of submarine, because other nations now
legally, by international law, have to tell us when their subs are in our
waters?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I'm not entirely familiar, because I
came in only at the last minute of your last testimony.

With all due respect, I can't see these subs as ever going into the
Arctic. If there are problems with the hull on deep water submersion,
they're not going to be heading up into icier waters.

But what are your options? Do you really see other subs
frequently up there? I don't think so, and if they're operating up
there, they are likely submerged; therefore, you can't even identify
which country they're from. You can get on the hotline and call
different national capitals and ask if they have a sub operating in our
waters, but whether they tell you or not is entirely up to them.

The second option a sub has is to ping it with sonar, but that's not
going to elicit a particularly positive response. The only other option
a sub has of this nature is to fire a wire-guided torpedo, which risks
far wider escalation and is exceptionally unlikely. So when they're
submerged, they're of near useless value in sovereignty protection.

● (1055)

The Chair: Thank you.

Now we'll start a second round, with a total time of five minutes
for the question and answer.

Mr. MacKenzie, please.

Mr. Dave MacKenzie: Dr. Langille, I appreciate your comments.
One of the interesting things is that you say this cost could very well
be $2.5 billion, from our $750 million.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I was guesstimating.

Mr. Dave MacKenzie: I understand that, and I think that's fair
enough.

Frequently we're told this was a good buy. I guess I have some
doubts in my mind. When we buy something that has been around
for 15 years and is still not operational, I think that's a stretch. Would
you give us your opinion on that?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I couldn't agree with you more.
Would the Brits have offered a great deal on something that they
knew was exceptionally reliable and cost-effective? No, there are no
real great deals.

It was my understanding that initially DND came out with a figure
of around $600 million to $700 million for the acquisition program.
You may correct me if I'm wrong, but I think within about eight
months they conceded that figure was likely to be more in the range
of double. In other words, it would be closer to $1.5 billion just for
the acquisition. Then you do the refits, add Canadian electronic
weapons, provide several crews, provide the maintenance, and you
extend it over a period of time. You spend a lot of money.

Mr. Dave MacKenzie: One other question I have is this. Until
that submarine is operational, is it only on paper and an academic
who would say it's a good submarine? Do we need to see it in
operation before we can say that?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: You don't want to take too much
from academics, I'd concede that, but there are operational trials. It
has to be tested and proven to be effective. Hopefully someone aside
from our naval representatives would be around to conduct those, to
oversee them, and to demonstrate to the Canadian government that
they weren't entirely wrong. I hope they weren't entirely wrong, but I
know they were partially wrong.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. MacKenzie.

Just as a contextual comment, we've pretty much heard from
everybody—currently serving and retired naval people and most of
the academic world who have come to us—that this will prove to
have been a good purchase. So you're providing some balance today
in that you're talking about it in a general sense as well. We
appreciate that.

We'll now go to Mr. Martin for five minutes.

Hon. Keith Martin: Thank you very much for being here, Dr.
Langille.
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Your comments, by extension, put into disrepute a lot of academe,
in that not only with defence issues and security issues, but for
anybody involved in foreign affairs, social policy, health care...
somehow, in those areas, governments will only want to acquire
academic specialists who see the world through their eyes. That's
difficult to swallow, I might say. But having said that, I'd like to
point out that the sub was also recommended unanimously by the
defence committee, by all parties, which was extraordinary.

The comment that former Prime Minister Campbell said about
Iran having subs...Iran does have subs. You're aware of that?

● (1100)

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Well, fine, but do they pose an
imminent threat to us?

Hon. Keith Martin: All I'm pointing out is that I wondered, sir, if
the criticism was how Iran could have subs. Did you think they did
have subs, could have subs, don't have subs...? All I'm pointing out
is that Iran is in a very difficult situation now with respect to us and
western allies, so a compelling argument can be made that Iran's
acquisition of subs could potentially pose a threat.

So I wonder if the root of your criticism is really that you have a
different view as to where the foreign policy of our country ought to
go, because our defence policy is, of course, an arm of our foreign
policy. Is that, Dr. Langille, the root of your criticism?

The Chair: Again, let's keep it focused on the subs. Dr. Langille,
as per the subs, do you have a philosophical objection to the foreign
policy?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: No, actually, I am quite supportive
of our foreign policy; at least, the last time I taught it, it seemed to be
an eminently reasonable foreign policy, but one that was not being
strongly enough complemented by our defence effort. Keith, you can
interpret this, again, however you like. I didn't plan to generate any
wider disrespect for academics or any engaged in policy-relevant
research. I also noted that there were numerous excellent exceptions,
even within the SDF program, and some great academics.

With respect to Iran, they may have submarines. They're mostly,
to my mind, hunter-killer submarines, like those we're acquiring, so
they don't have any offensive capability at this point. If they acquired
former Russian boomers with a capacity to launch medium-range
ballistic missiles, I might consider that a direct threat. As it stands, I
don't see Iran as a direct military threat to Canada. Sorry.

We may make the stupid decision to go to war against Iran, but I
don't think it will be by conventional means, and I don't think the
Americans even plan to do it. I'd suggest that someone else will be
given the appropriate technology to take out those questionable
capabilities by air. Nobody wants a land war in Iran.

Hon. Keith Martin: Nobody does. We would absolutely agree
with that, and we certainly hope that doesn't happen.

On the line of the subs, I have two quick questions. One, where
did you get the numbers for the costs of the subs? Second, how
would you reorganize the advisory capacity to DND, to make it more
effective?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I think that's a very good question. I
did write a note about that.

Where did I get the numbers as to the cost? I just did a rough
calculation, to be quite honest. I went through what I assumed the
cost would be for new weaponry, refitting, new electronics, and
several crews. Actually, in this case we're probably talking about
four crews, if not more, and then the recurring cost of maintenance,
basing, and fuel. It appeared to me that we'd grossly underestimated
the initial figure. If DND, eight months after they announce a figure
and give it to cabinet, comes back and suggests they missed by
100%, that strikes me as not having done their own homework, or as
having some pretty poor people responsible for this task.

I'm not actually—

● (1105)

Hon. Keith Martin: Where did you get that figure, $1.4 billion?
We never had a 100% increase. No one has said that. You're the first
person to say that, sir.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Thank you, and I apologize if I'm
mistaken. Could you tell me what the actual cost is—

The Chair: We'll get to the bottom of that.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: —as well as the wider opportunity
cost that needs to be foregone?

The Chair: If I might, I don't want to entertain a debate on it. The
committee will be pursuing these points but not at this time.

We will go through the chair, please.

Mr. Martin has asked a couple of questions. You've answered the
first one, Dr. Langille. Can you briefly answer the second one?

The second one was, how could you get a better advisory group
together for DND?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: To my mind, right off the top you
need to open it up and encourage wider participation, diverse
perspectives, and a broader range of people who are willing to
provide constructive criticism. I'm not here because I'm anti-defence.
I actually am quite supportive of even the priorities announced in the
1994 white paper on defence. I entirely agree with the need for
additional troops as well as lift—whether it's air or sea, I'm not
sure—as well as the need for the Canadian Forces to be more
flexible and mobile and have a credible rapid deployment capability.

The Chair: Thank you very much.

We'll go on now.
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Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Could I also say that there may be a
need to move this SDF program away from the ADM of Policy and
Communications. I think I indicated they simply have too strong an
interest in advancing their own preferences and priorities. I'm not the
perfect one to suggest where it should be managed, but conceivably
the Privy Council Office could do a better job of it. It has often
hosted an array of forums on defence and national security issues—
and to my mind it has provided a more balanced and independent
program.

Another option would be to have the Minister of National Defence
review the oversight committee, which I hope would mean that some
younger scholars, who are at least modestly aware of contemporary
challenges, threats, and requirements, could be brought in. I think
we've relied somewhat too much on the old guard, who've been
around for a very long time.

The Chair: Thank you.

You're certainly not the first person I've heard at this committee
question the nature of the advice given to the government vis-à-vis
defence matters. You are the first one who has challenged it to any
extent on this particular study.

Those of us who served on this committee before have certainly
heard this and about the need, for one thing, to have parliamentarians
who don't come and go on this committee—unless the people don't
re-elect them. We need to have people stay on the same committee
and actually as parliamentarians and humble backbenchers, as my
friend said, develop some expertise and the wherewithal to ask the
right questions. We'll be looking at all this as part of our defence
review.

Now it's my colleague's turn.

[Translation]

Mr. Gilles-A. Perron: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good morning, Dr. Langille. I would like you to confirm me
whether I read or heard you properly when you said that the
Department of National Defence gives subsidies, contracts and all
kinds of perks to universities, academics or professionals to do
research whose conclusions will suit them. Did I understand
properly? True or false?

[English]

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I think you did understand me. The
only area where I might have a different interpretation is that I don't
think our defence officials are so brash as to say, we expect you to do
this. I don't think they make it a direct demand. It's just that the
relationship is structured in such a way that the funding, the
subsidies, the perks, may depend on them doing what DND prefers.
In other words, it's a fairly sophisticated structural relationship where
you don't have to tell people what you expect, although I do know
there have been occasions when DND officials have indicated that
they don't like what they're hearing from some people within the
SDF, the academic community.

● (1110)

[Translation]

Mr. Gilles-A. Perron: Mr. Chairman, I'm not addressing Dr.
Langille but you. In this case, this confirms the theory of my friend

Claude Bachand that those who are presently conducting the inquiry
will come to the conclusions they are willing to come to. In my view,
their conclusion will be very easy: human error. It will not be the
equipment, but a human error.

Dr. Langille, I know full well that you, as doctors, academics and
scholars, have good and serious contacts outside Canada, in other
words with French, U.S., or German academics, etc.

Have you ever discussed the purchase of the Upholders by the
Department of National Defence with contacts outside Canada? If
yes, what were the proposals or the remarks of your learned foreign
colleagues?

[English]

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I can honestly say that I haven't
discussed the acquisition of the submarines with foreign colleagues.
I have discussed the problems of Canadian defence analysis with
foreign colleagues.

The Chair: But not the subs, you say. Okay.

I don't think he has anything to offer on the subs per se on that
point.

[Translation]

Mr. Gilles-A. Perron: Mr. Chairman, I raised this because last
week, when I was out of the country, I heard simple remarks, for
example on the fact of paying people to get a favourable study. I
have been told that Americans, Canadians and British are doing it.
We are told to do it, if everybody does it. I thus confirm that this is
commonplace in the National Defence departments of all countries.
This concludes it, as I have no other comments to make and no
further questions to ask. I will come back to this issue.

The Chair: Thank you very much.

[English]

We have this room until noon. If colleagues continue to have
questions and Dr. Langille has the time, we can continue.

Mr. Bagnell is next for five minutes.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Thank you.

You asked why the British would give up such a good deal—low
price, great subs. A previous witness explained to us that because the
British had decided to go to a nuclear submarine fleet, they could not
afford to have two submarine fleets. The people in the British navy
and the public were a bit upset that they would give up such state-of-
the-art boats for so little money.

You talked about the cost of $1.5 billion. We made a deal with the
British that they had to fix them up so they were in perfect running
order before we would purchase them, so they had to pay for all that.
Does your cost of $1.5 billion include any of the money the British
had to pay to fix them up and put them in perfect working order? We
only paid the $750,000.
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Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I wasn't of the opinion that we
received them in perfect working order. I'm sorry, but that seems to
run contrary to everything I've heard.

You asked why Britain would give up a conventional program,
because they were heading to a nuclear program.... Why did they go
nuclear if they had really good conventional subs? If the Upholders
were such a wonderful platform, why did they bother to shift? That
confounds me somewhat.

● (1115)

The Chair: I don't want to get into a question and answer with the
witness and the member, so I'll take that as a rhetorical question.

Next point, Mr. Bagnell.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: This is also related to your costs. You
mentioned that several crews and maintenance could have
contributed to those costs. Crew costs? No matter what submarine
anyone buys, you're going to have crew costs and maintenance, so I
don't see how that's relevant or makes this purchase any different
from any other purchase.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: No. I simply put forward the costs
as a means of demonstrating the opportunity costs, the foregone
costs, to actually address some of our day-to-day operational
requirements. We knew we didn't have sufficient personnel or knew
personnel were being overly used, frequently rotated in and out of
missions to the point where they came home divorced and didn't
know their kids, and we occasionally lacked adequate equipment in
high-risk missions that were under way or were likely to be
forthcoming over the next decade.

This wasn't a hypothetical scenario. This was something where it
was understood that we would be deploying considerable numbers
of Canadian forces and that they would be in areas where they
needed the best possible protection. So I viewed it as an opportunity
cost; the acquisition of the subs as well as the Leopard tanks took
away from our capacity to really meet our operational needs of the
moment.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Let's go back to the time when we made a
deal with the British that we were supposed to get subs in good
working order for $750 million, and you suggested that we didn't get
them in good working order. Tell me specifically, as to what we
should have charged the British for because that was the deal, what
was not working right? What was wrong with them that we didn't get
the British to pay for?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: It appears there have been some
problems with the electronic and electrical systems. It appears there
were problems with heating and cooling systems. It appears there
were problems with hulls, and from what I did here, there were
problems submerging. To my mind, the wider package didn't come
in excellent shape.

Now, I don't know what the Canadian deal was with the British
government to ensure that these were in outstanding—

A voice: We have some information on it. We're still waiting for a
copy.

The Chair: Last question, Mr. Bagnell.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Have we subsequently billed the British for
those problems you just mentioned?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I can concede that I don't know
whether we have or have not billed the British.

The Chair: Thank you.

I erred. I do have another member, Mrs. Hinton, and maybe some
others will join in.

Mrs. Hinton.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: I just have a rather brief question. I listened
very carefully to both witnesses today, and you've both been very
interesting.

I asked Dr. Shadwick how many submarines the Chinese had, and
his response was that they had a couple of dozen. I have since
learned that they in fact have 57, which is a pretty significant number
of submarines. Also, we talked earlier about Iran having submarines.
From my perspective, that's something I as a member of Parliament
should be a little concerned about. I'm not suggesting that either of
those two countries is the enemy, but I am suggesting that if we have
one country that has that kind of capability and another one that's
catching up quickly, then submarines are something that I don't think
are optional.

Now, whether the ones we purchased are the right ones or not is
something to be debated. The more I learn, the more dismayed I get
about how the purchase was made.

Given the fact that the Chinese have that number of submarines
and the fact that Iran has submarines and is looking at nuclear
capability, in your opinion, having studied this, do you believe those
submarines have been acquired for passive measures or for
potentially aggressive measures?

● (1120)

The Chair: Do you mean the submarines from the other
countries?

Mrs. Betty Hinton: Yes.

I have one other comment to make while you're waiting to gather
your thoughts there.

Regardless of whether these countries have submarines, the
situation Canada finds itself in right now is that we don't have a sub
that can go out and check out these submarines. The comment came
from Mr. Martin that we're not in a position to go check out
submarines that might be checking our country out, whether they
come from Iran, China, the United States, or wherever else. We're
just simply not in a position to guard our coastline.

Dr. Langille, comment if you would, please.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I believe the Chinese and Iranian
subs were acquired for passive or aggressive measures. I'd assume
they were acquired for much the same reason we acquire ours, for
concerns regarding national security and defence. That's a relatively
passive measure. Fifty-seven is a number I've never heard before.
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Mrs. Betty Hinton: Well, even if it was thirty-seven....

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Regardless of whether we have
subs, we still can't check. No subs are likely to be able to check
where other subs are coming from. Once they submerge, you can't
identify them. All you can do is check to determine whether they're
diesel or nuclear powered, but underwater, at least, I don't think
you're going to be able to really pick up the profile well enough to
say that's an American or that's a Russian sub. If they surface, of
course, you can, but we do have other options for tracking subs. We
have a number of long-range patrol aircraft that do it at a far more
cost-effective level.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: Excuse me for interrupting you, but the chair
is going to call me in a minute.

Regardless of whether it's an Iranian submarine, Chinese
submarine, or American submarine that's in our waters, and I'll
grant you—and I'm not a submariner—it's probably difficult to
determine what country the sub comes from, although I would think
you'd be able to ping it and get an idea of what size it was, and with
experience you should be able to know what country it's likely to
have come from.... I guess what I'm asking you is, are you opposed
to Canada having submarines in general or are your objections
simply to the way in which these submarines were purchased and
what you believe we got for our dollar? That's what I'm trying to find
out.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Let me preface that by saying I
don't think there's ever been an incident where Chinese or Iranian
subs have been detected anywhere near continental North America.

Am I opposed to having subs in general? No, I just think given the
timing and the other pressing needs on our defence effort, that wasn't
an appropriate decision to make, and there were, to my mind, a lot of
very critical requirements that were overlooked. The opportunity
costs, when you factor in the wider picture, are rather significant.

By buying the subs, the Upholders, we've lost enormous
diplomatic capital and influence in the UN Secretariat, in the
southern hemisphere, because we don't contribute to the vast
majority of the emergencies they encounter. They've lost faith in the
north in general for its lack of commitment to development and its
lack of commitment to their security. I'd argue that facing a far more
divided world, we'd better take some of their interests into account,
and our defence effort can help. But I don't see that the subs or the
Leopards are going to help.

Mrs. Betty Hinton: All right. Well, you're certainly not going to
get any argument whatsoever out of me that it was a mistake to cut
back on defence funding. I'm absolutely with you all the way.
Whether this was a mistake to make the purchase of the submarines,
I guess remains to be seen, but are you suggesting from your
comments now that you think we should be a stronger military so
that we can in fact not neglect the southern hemisphere? Right now
we have trouble meeting our commitments for the northern
hemisphere.
● (1125)

The Chair: We're kind of into defence policy review, with all due
respect.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: I wonder if we could have the witness back.

The Chair: Yes, I think we'll invite the witness back then.

That's an interesting question, Mrs. Hinton. It's really not on the
subs, but it's certainly a question we're going to ask many times.

I want to ask one on the subs per se, and then see if there are any
final ones. Mrs. Hinton anticipated my one question directly on your
opinion.

If I could summarize, you're not against subs per se; you just
didn't see them as a priority purchase of the Canadian government
for the military at that time, given the other needs we have.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Yes.

The Chair: It came to light at this committee that what was
commonly believed—that these subs were acquired by a barter
arrangement—was in fact not the case at all. Do you know anything
about that? Do you have any comments as to why that perception
was allowed to stand when it clearly was not the case?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Honourable chairman, I'm not well
positioned to comment on that issue. I'd try my best, but I really,
frankly, can concede that I don't know.

The Chair: That's fair enough. You've already given us enough
food for thought. I appreciate your candour.

I see a final question from Mr. Bagnell...oh, I'm sorry, I didn't see
your hand, Mr. Blaikie.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: I just want to ask a question. If he's going to
keep yapping, then I'm going to take my—

The Chair: Here's my point, if everybody will listen to me. I'm
giving any colleague a chance for another question.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: Well, I'm trying to get the meeting—

The Chair: We have until noon. I've indicated that.

I'm going to give Mr. Blaikie a chance—

Hon. Bill Blaikie: On the notice, the meeting was from nine
o'clock to eleven o'clock.

The Chair: No, it says nine o'clock until noon on the committee
agenda.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: On my notice here it says ten o'clock until
eleven for our particular witness.

The Chair: Does it? I guess there's....

Bill, do you have a question?

● (1130)

Hon. Bill Blaikie: What's been introduced here is a whole new
cost that we haven't looked at in terms of the purchase. I think it's
relevant to what we might have to say about the purchase, although
it's not relevant in a way that we initially thought of because we were
looking at the purchase of the subs per se. I think what Dr. Langille
has introduced this morning is this idea of opportunity costs when
we bought the subs.
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It's not just what you bought. The argument seems to me to be that
even if the Upholders were perfect, even if they had no problems,
there would have been a whole lot of opportunity costs in terms of
what we couldn't buy because we bought the subs at the time, given
the fiscal parameters that were set by the government at the time. Of
course, if there were larger fiscal parameters, then those opportunity
costs wouldn't necessarily have been what they were.

The fact is that buying the subs at that time, in that fiscal
framework, meant that we really had to seriously diminish or shrink
the kinds of things that we were otherwise doing in terms of
peacekeeping. I think that's a brand-new argument in a way. It's
relevant to the purchase of the subs, but also to the broader defence
review, which we obviously can't get into this morning.

The Chair: I agree with you. We can only spend the tax dollars in
one place.

Hon. Bill Blaikie: I think that's the argument you're making, and I
just want to confirm that. Even if the Upholders were problem free,
these opportunity costs were still a problem. Is that a fair summary?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: To my mind, that's a very accurate
assessment.

The Chair: I think you conveyed that quite well, and I think it's
quite right on. Obviously the committee will look at that.

I'm not sure I totally agree with you, though, Mr. Blaikie. In my
mind, that kind of speaks to the issue of the barter. I think it was
portrayed as a barter because they were trying to deflect from this
very concern that has been raised.

Anyway, I'm going to give Mr. Bagnell the last question, and then
we're going to adjourn.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: You brought up the surveillance capabilities
of the submarines. In that airplanes, surface ships, and submarines
use different technologies to do surveillance of submarines, could
you just explain those different technologies a bit, as well as their
effectiveness? Do the planes, the surface ships, and other
submarines, when detecting foreign subs, have identical capabilities

to detect, or are some of those methods more effective in detecting
other submarines?

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I'd be absolutely willing to defer
that question to Michel Rossignol, who could give you a better
answer than I can. But it's my understanding that both surface ships
and planes can use towed-array radar. Is that correct?

Mr. Michel Rossignol (Committee Researcher): No, not totally.

Hon. Larry Bagnell: Mr. Chair, I wonder if we could get that
answer from the department on the capabilities of those three ways
of detecting other subs and also how much we can tell from which
nation the sub comes from and our detection methods.

The Chair: Those are good, factual, valid questions that arise
from Dr. Langille's testimony.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: I know there was an effort to
convert what was frequently dragged behind destroyers in terms of
our towed-array radar to applications for air use. Whether these were
successful, I'm not sure, but I know the advances in sensor and
surveillance technology, even that go under the water, are very
considerable. I know that from having been in Victoria as a friendly
visitor on a pal's fishing boat. You could see just about everything
off his $140 fish finder, and you can buy them over the spectrum he
mentions now so that they project it in front of you. That's pretty
lame in terms of defence analysis, but it suggests there are other
options.

The Chair: It's part of empirical knowledge. We're always
looking for that here at this committee too.

Dr. Langille, thank you very much. To be fair, you've been quite
constructively critical, and that's what we're looking for. And it was
certainly very interesting testimony. We appreciate you being with us
here this morning. Thank you.

Mr. Howard Peter Langille: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's been
a pleasure.

The Chair: The committee is adjourned.
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